DIVERSIFYING CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY CONFERENCE

OMNI AUSTIN HOTEL - DOWNTOWN
AUSTIN, TX
SATURDAY, JANUARY 18, 2020

GROUP RATE BOOKING: SINGLE/DUPLICATE OCCUPANCY RATES START AT $209/NIGHT THROUGH 12/20/19 WITH INTERNET ACCESS. GROUP CODE: CUDCP
BOOK ONLINE AT: HTTPS://BIT.LY/2NHGCFP

Submit registration and abstract by 1/08/20:

Email and Facebook: cudcpdcp@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/CUDCP/

This conference is aimed at outstanding undergraduates and recent graduates from underrepresented racial/ethnic groups interested in earning their Ph.D. in Clinical Psychology.

Opportunities include:

- Presenting research posters (cash prizes awarded in recognition of best posters)
- Meeting with directors from Clinical Psychology Ph.D. programs
- Attending professional development workshops on the application process
- Receiving individualized feedback on CV
- Networking with future Ph.D. applicants and learning more about life in a Clinical Psychology program.